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WHAT IS 
CLINICAL 

REASONING?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-In literature, the terms clinical reasoning, clinical judgement, problem solving, decision making, and critical thinking are often used interchangeably -Clinical reasoning: complex cognitive process that is essential to evaluate and manage a patient’s medical problem



CLINICAL REASONING
Process by which clinicians collect, process, and interpret patient information to 
develop a plan of action which involves:

• Gathering and synthesizing information

• Generating hypotheses and formulating clinical improvisions 

• Determining diagnoses and prognoses 

• Developing treatment, care, or management plans 

However, in clinical practice, clinical reasoning, is much more complex. 

• “Reasoning as cognitive activity”

• “Reasoning as contextually situated activity"

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clinical reasoning contextually situated and socially mediated activity: reflects unique new theoretical interpretations that focus on reasoning in context and historical lived experiences that patients, clinicians, and other members of the diagnostic team bring to clinical encounters



IMPORTANT TERMS
• Problem representation: abstraction of early key clinical information written or spoken as 

a problem in the context of generic patient factors (i.e. age, sex, pre-existing diagnoses) and 
serves the purpose of activating relevant knowledge 

• Summary statement: articulation (verbal or written) of the patient’s clinical problem, based 
on data acquisition and synthesis

• Semantic qualifiers: paired, opposing descriptions that can be used to compare and contrast 
diagnostic considerations 

• Dual process of thinking: 
– System 1: FAST – intuitive, effortless, using information that is readily available (often visual), and 

usually occurring without our knowing (i.e. pattern recognition)

– System 2: SLOW – analytical and deliberate and relies on the active assembly of collected 
information (logistic and probabilities) (i.e. diagnostic schema)

• Diagnostic schema: frameworks that depict organized clinical knowledge and serve as a 
bridge between problem representation and differential diagnosis 

Bowen 2006

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Engage audience to ask for examples Problem representation: one sentence summary defining the specific case in abstract terms -Summary that highlights the defining features of a case and help guide through the clinical reasoning process-Early problem representation triggers knowledge activation of potential diagnoses and leads to further data gathering, which in turn may altern the problem representation and eliminate some or trigger other diagnostic considerations-Evolves during clinical-reasoning process as hypothesis-drive data bring new info to light -Important in management reasoning and lead to activation of management scripts, which are high-level, pre-compiled, conceptual knowledge structures of the courses of action that a clinician can undertake to address a patient’s health care problems Summary statement:-Once clinician is satisfied that enough info is known to put forth a probable diagnostic hypothesis, the summary statement is the articulation (verbal or written) of the patients clinical problems, based on data acquisition and synthesis-Frames discussion of the leading-diagnostic hypothesis -Can link summary statement to illness scripts and highlight the discriminating features clinicians seek in history and physical exam for conditions of appropriate diagnostic possibilities Semantic qualifiers: -Ex: implied pairs when considering hypothesis for a diagnosis of gout – multiple (not single) and discrete (not continuous) episodes, abrupt (not gradual) onset, severe (not mild) pain, and a single joint (not multiple joints)  associated with strong clinical reasoning 



DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS
DIAGNOSIS AS 

INFORMATION PROCESSING 

“IN THE HEAD”

• Information-processing theory: clinical 
reasoning takes place “in the head” of the 
physician

• Focuses on just two parties, the doctor and 
the patient 

• Methods to study diagnostic process: 
listening

• Situativity perspective: emphasizes the 
diagnosis takes place “in the world” and that 
our cognition is shaped by our interactions 
with others and with the resources in our 
environment 

• Focuses on teamwork and resources 

• Emphasis on context (adjacent vs. 
situational)

• Methods to study diagnostic process: 
observing, learning from stories 

DIAGNOSIS AS A SOCIAL,

SITUATED PROCESS 

“IN THE WORLD”

Graber 2020

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clinical reasoning contextually situated and socially mediated activity: reflects unique new theoretical interpretations that focus on reasoning in context and historical lived experiences that patients, clinicians, and other members of the diagnostic team bring to clinical encounters-Adjacent factors: patient specific elements (age, gender, ethnic pack ground), PMHx, associated symptoms-Situational factors: setting of the diagnostic process, experience of the provider, number of interruptions



IDENTIFY THE PATIENT’S 
SITUATION                       

(CONTEXT OF THE 
SITUATION)

COLLECT INFORMATION 
(REVIEW WHAT IS KNOWN, 

GATHER NEW DATA, RECALL 
KNOWLEDGE)

PROCESS THE 
INFORMATION                 

(INTERPRET DATA, RELATE, 
INFER, THINK OF OUTCOME)

IDENTIFY THE PROBLEM 
(SYNTHESIZE AND 

DIAGNOSIS PROBLEMS)

ESTABLISH A GOAL         
(WHAT IS THE DESIRED 

OUTCOME?)

TAKE ACTION              
(SELECT A PARTICULAR 

COURSE OF ACTION AND 
REASON WHY)

EVALUATE OUTCOMES 
(EFFECTIVENESS OF ACTIONS 

AND OUTCOMES)

REFLECT ON PROCESS  
(WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED?, 

WHAT WOULD YOU DO 
DIFFERENTLY?)



WHY IS CLINICAL 
REASONING 

IMPORTANT?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Clinician’s ability to provide safe, high-quality care can be dependent upon their ability to reason, think, and judge-Leading causes of adverse patient health outcomes include failure of clinicians to diagnose properly, failure to determine and initiate appropriate treatment plan, and poor management of complications – all of which are a result of poor clinical reasoning-Benefits of having sound clinical reasoning: make timely diagnoses, prompt life-saving treatment plans, avoid unnecessary investigations which reduce cost for patient, improve patient’s health condition ultimately 



DIAGNOSTIC ERROR

WHAT CAUSES 

DIAGNOSTIC ERRORS?

• Inadequate collaboration and 
communication 

• System that isn’t well-designed to support 
diagnostic process 

• Limited feedback regarding diagnostic 
performance 

• Culture that discourages transparency and 
disclosure of errors 

WHY DEFINE DIAGNOSTIC 
ERRORS THIS WAY?

Frames diagnostic error from patient’s 
perspective because patient bears ultimate risk 
of harm from diagnostic errors

• Preventing or delaying treatment

• Providing unnecessary or harmful 
treatments 

• Psychological repercussions

• Financial repercussions 

Diagnostic error: failure to (a) establish an accurate and timely explanation of the 
patient’s health problem(s) or (b) communicate that explanation to the patient 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clinical reasoning contextually situated and socially mediated activity: reflects unique new theoretical interpretations that focus on reasoning in context and historical lived experiences that patients, clinicians, and other members of the diagnostic team bring to clinical encounters



DIAGNOSTIC ERRORS EXPLORED
Diagnostic Errors in the Emergency Room:  A Systematic Review

• Root cause of ED diagnostic errors were mostly cognitive errors linked to the 
process of bedside diagnosis

• The strongest, most consistent predictors of ED diagnostic error were 
individual case factors that increased the cognitive challenge of identifying the 
underlying disorder with nonspecific, mild, transient, or  “atypical” symptoms

• The estimated ED error rate are low, but the number of patients potentially 
impacted is large

– Over 1 year (130 million ED visits): estimated 7 million errors, 2.5 million 
serious harms, 350,00 patients suffering potentially preventable permanent 
disability or death

Newman et al. 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-ED is one of the most challenging clinical settings to practice medicine-Substantial variability in diagnostic error rates by disease, presenting symptoms, demographic groups, and specific hospitals suggest there remains room for improvement in diagnostic performance that could benefit many patients-Scalable solutions to enhance bedside diagnostic processes are needed



DIAGNOSTIC ERRORS EXPLORED
Diagnostic Errors in the Emergency Room:  A Systematic Review 

Over two thirds of serious harms are attributable to just 
15 diagnoses and linked to cognitive errors, particularly in 
cases with “atypical” manifestations.

Newman et al. 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-ED is one of the most challenging clinical settings to practice medicine-Substantial variability in diagnostic error rates by disease, presenting symptoms, demographic groups, and specific hospitals suggest there remains room for improvement in diagnostic performance that could benefit many patients-Scalable solutions to enhance bedside diagnostic processes are needed



W H AT  A R E  S O M E  T O O L S  
A N D  S T R AT E G I E S  F O R  

C U LT I V AT I N G  C L I N I C A L  
R E A S O N I N G ?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




CLINICAL REASONING TOOLS
• Tools: direct observation, screen-based simulations, formative feedback

• Early consideration of a differential diagnosis may improve diagnostic accuracy  drives the cyclic 
nature of information gathering, hypothesis generation, more information gathering and hypothesis 
refinement

• Chunking: taking individual pieces of information and grouping them into larger buckets based on 
previously acquired knowledge enables more effective problem synthesis, illness script activation, 
and discussion of differential diagnosis  reduces cognitive load

• Illness scripts: three components including epidemiological risk factors, pathophysiology, and 
clinical findings  key to pattern recognition  

• Management scripts: extensions of illness scripts; pre-compiled, conceptual knowledge 
structures of the courses of action a clinician can undertake to address s patient’s health care issue

• Coupling illness script theory with probabilistic reasoning can augment learner's ability to estimate 
likelihood of a diagnosis 

Bowen 2006

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Chunking: when considered separately, each clinical finding can activate illness scripts independently, resulting in an unwieldy differential diagnosis or list of disconnected possibilitiesExample of illness script for gout:-Predisposing conditions: age > 40, male, alcohol use, use of diuretics-Pathophys insult: abnormal uric acid metabolism, precipitation of crystals in joint, inflammation of joint-Clinical consequences: acute pain, single joint – usually the first MTP joint, recurrentDefining and discriminating features of a set of diagnostic hypothesis-Defining features: descriptors that are characteristic of the diagnosis (ex: monoarticular for infection and gout; chronic for gout and OA)-Discriminating features: descriptions that are useful for distinguishing diagnosis from one another (ex: OA has multiple joints involved and long-term decline in functioning; infection is discrete single episode)



STRATEGIES FOR CULTIVATING 
CLINICAL REASONING 

Emphasizing 
organization and 
prioritization

Accessing prior 
knowledge

Thinking aloud Analyzing the literature 

Bowen 2006

Knowledge remains essential, but not sufficient, for effective clinical reasoning. 
The role of context cannot be overstated. 
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